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SUPERIOR ENGINEERING,
UNMATCHED QUALITY AND
PATENTED FEATURES
E-LAM® engineered structures are the smartest
choice for use in transmission and distribution
self-supporting design applications. Made from
an abundant, renewable, managed growth
timber resource, E-LAM® structures are the
most sustainable construction option available.

network allows for structures to be produced
and delivered in six to eight weeks after
drawing approval. LWS engineering
experience is unmatched in the industry.
E-LAM® structure designs typically include
foundation design and all attachment
hardware. E-LAM® structures are supplied
as complete kits that include installation
drawings, foundations, and all hardware.

Featuring the patented PentaTrate® design,
E-LAM® structures incorporate full-length inner
grooves which allow for complete penetration
of preservative, resulting in optimum decay
resistance and long service life. Laminated
Wood Systems’ nationwide manufacturing

(800)-949-3526

To obtain a structure quote, send your design
information to engineering@lwsinc.com or
visit www.lwsinc.com and click “Get a Quote.”
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E-LAM® SELF
SUPPORTING
UNGUYED ANGLE
AND DEADEND
STRUCTURES
Every E-LAM® self supporting structure is
custom designed for each unique loading
configuration. LWS engineers analyze the
loading criteria provided by the customer and
specify the pole size, field rake distance, setting
depth and foundation design. E-LAM® unguyed
structures are the perfect solution when faced
with right-of-way challenges and expenses.
7.2kv

Unlike some other engineered structures,
E-LAM® structures include foundation design.
All structures incorporate a direct-embed design
and are most often backfilled with properly
placed select aggregate. Send your design
information to engineering@lwsinc.com or
visit www.lwsinc.com and click “Get a Quote.”
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Never-Twist® structures from LWS are made from kiln dried
lumber that will not season, deep check or twist like conventional
round wood poles. Each structure is engineered for use in
unguyed, semi-guyed or fully guyed applications.
All Never-Twist® structures are pre-drilled to fit your specific
switch model and configuration allowing for quick assembly in
the field. Once the switch is installed, align it and forget it.
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SUBSTATION,
TELECOM, JOINT
USE, LIGHTING
AND GUY STUB
STRUCTURES
The versatility of E-LAM® technology allows for
engineered laminated wood to be used in a
variety of utility structure applications including
substation and joint use designs. The pleasing
aesthetic appearance of E-LAM® makes it a
preferred material for telecom and light structures
that are in close proximity to the public.
Visit www.lwsinc.com to view the numerous
creative designs that have been installed around
the world. Contact LWS with your unique design
requirements today.

TELECOM STRUCTURES
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TELECOM STRUCTURES

SUBSTATION

Joint use

Lighting
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substation
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COMPLETE STRUCTURE KITS
DELIVERED ON TIME, ALL THE TIME
E-LAM® structures arrive as complete kits that include all mounting hardware and foundation
systems. Every kit is clearly marked with structure information and contains a material list and
all installation drawings. Made from solid wood, the crates are built to withstand all weather
environments for extended periods of time if needed. LWS’ extensive manufacturing and treating
network allows for structures to be delivered six to eight weeks after drawing approval.

MOST RENEWABLE
AND SUSTAINABLE
UTILITY STRUCTURES
E-LAM® structures are manufactured from an
abundant, managed growth timber resource that is
completely renewable and sustainable. Wood is a
carbon sequester and has the least “cradle to grave”
impact on the environment. Made from either
Southern Pine or Coastal Douglas-fire, E-LAM®
structures are not subject to shortages or surcharges
like other engineered materials.
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Founded in 1992, Laminated Wood Systems is a leader in
supplying innovative products for the worldwide electric utility
infrastructure. LWS reintroduced glue laminated utility structures to
the industry and soon after developed its’ family of steel products.
Utilizing a network of manufacturing and treating facilities located
throughout the US, LWS can maintain some of the quickest
delivery lead times available in the industry. Typical delivery
can be expected 6 to 8 weeks after drawing approval.
The LWS sales and engineering offices are located in Seward,
Nebraska. LWS partners with nationwide independent sales
agencies to move our quality products to market.
Visit www.lwsinc.com for more information on all LWS
Products and to locate a sales representative in your area.

Scan to view our
Installation videos

Scan to view our
WEBSITE & LEARN MORE

